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I.  INTRODUCTION : A WORLD OF PARTICULARS

1.   In this thesis I want to show that our most basic belief must be that ‘there 
are First Substances’, in the Aristotelian sense of discrete individual material 
bodies, and that to understand such substances we must understand both the 
notIons of form and matter. For these notions are, as Aristotle says, at ‘the 
very apex of speculative thought’.1 I wish to argue that matter is not a 
redundant but a necessary notion. The reason it might seem to be redundant 
is just that it is so basic; as Wittgenstain says, we fail to notice the most 
striking and fundamental aspects of the world just because they are always 
before our eyes.2 Understanding what a substance is entails a simultaneous 
understanding of the notion of matter; and if we did not understand matter we 
would not be able, for example, to distinguish material bodies from, say, 
spiritual bodies.a

The material aspect of an individual is the presupposed ontological basis 
on which its individuality depends; but our ability to individuate3 an individual 
(i.e. to apprehend its ‘oneness’) rests on the presupposition that we can 
identify and name its ‘form’ – that is, the kind of thing that it is.b

II.  THE INSEPARABILITY OF MATTER AND FORM

2.   Matter and form are thus two aspects of the same thing4 and are 
interdependent.5 Matter must always occur in some form or other;6 and 
substantial form can only be manifested in material bodies. We can, however, 
fasten our attention separately on either of these aspects: we can consider 
substance ‘qua matter’ or ‘qua form’.7 In the former case we consider the 
material aspect of substances in general or of a particular substance, and this 
is dependent on our a priori belief in a material world. In the latter case, 
however, we try to understand the ‘essential’ logico-linguistic character of a 
particular substance or substance in general. A substance’s form provides the 
link between the world and language.

Because of this interdependence we cannot claim that either matter or 
form is prior, as Aristotle pointed out8; rather, it must be the complete notion of 
‘substance’ that is our presupposition in metaphysics.9 It is that upon which 
everything else (in the widest possible sense of everything – ontology and 
epistemology) depends.10

We do not ask why things are – this Aristotle would say is the concern of 
the natural scientist11 – but only what they are i.e. what predicates attach to 
them.12 c ‘What man is and that man is are two different things’.13 The fact of 
a substance’s existence can only be determined by empirical investigation; 



but the philosopher’s concern is to describe the particular sort of ‘being’ of 
each substance.

One problem is that the concepts used in specifying forms (‘Second 
Substances’ such as ‘man’, ‘house’, ‘centaur’) do not always have ‘extension’. 
d The claim, for example, that a god’s existence is necessary by definition can 
only be describing the concept of a god; and that is to say that the god’s 
alleged existence is only an ‘intentional’ sense of existence. To say ‘a god is’ 
is to use ‘is’ in exactly the predicative sense in which it is used in, ‘A man is an 
animal’;e and from such a definition we can have no indication that there are, 
in fact, men in the world. G.E.L.Owen14 has dlstinguished the intension and 
extension of a concept by using one asterisk* and two asterisks** respectively 
to designate the predicative and quantifier senses of ‘being’. Aristotle’s 
awareness of the distinction is made more striking if we insert Owen’s 
asterisks in one of his remarks on the subject: ‘The question whether or not a 
centaur exists refers to simple existence** and not to whether a subject is*, 
say, white or not. When we know that the subject exists**, we ask what it is* 
e.g. what is* a god or a man?’15 f We must seek the formal ‘cause’ (a]itia) in 
virtue of which matter is a definite thing.16 Only when we have knowledge of 
the fact as well as the meaning do we have true ‘scientific knowledge’ of a 
thing.17 (The implication is that we do not really know in what senses a God 
exists because we can have no clear idea of his form). 

3.   All this supports the familiar thesis that language and reality are 
inseparable. A definition or ‘logos’ such as ‘man is a two-legged rational 
(wingless, land) animal’18 attempts to specify the kind of thing that a man is in 
nature, in terms of a publicly-accepted language. Following Aristotle, we must 
reject any Lockean distinction between ‘nominal’ and ‘real’ essences. The real 
essence can be satisfactorily described in language – there is no mysterious 
underlying essence which we cannot describe. There cannot be different 
‘accounts’ of a thing’s essence. Man, for example, ‘must have one meaning, 
for not to have one meaning is to have no meaning’.l9

Aristotle is not saying that language ‘mirrors’ reality. Definitions are not 
verbal expressions (which must be either true or false); they are part of a 
conceptual scheme. The logoß (‘formula’) is a unit of a system of discourse. 
Aristotle sees that we can construct ‘false definitions’ (though, strictly 
speaking, he does not want to call these definitions at all20); but we can only 
give a false ‘logos’ in term of the ordinary language which does describe the 
real world. And the only ways in which we can do this are, either by a direct 
analytic contradiction e.g. ‘dead man’,21 or by mixing definltions in a mistaken 
attempt to find ‘an intermediate between two contrary statements’22, such as 
a centaur (a mixture of ‘man’ and ‘horse’23) or a ‘goat-stag’.24 Aristotle would 
agree with Frege that we presuppose that a sign in language must have a 



reference as well as a sense (e.g. We intend ‘the moon’ to refer to an object).
25

4.   Although the presupposition of First Substances is the basis of both 
ontology and epistemology, which seem to be closely interwoven, Aristotle 
quite clearly regards the ontological aspect – that there are** substances – as 
prior to the knowledge of them.26 ‘An animal and perception into existence at 
the same moment – but the perceptible exists even before perception exists; 
fire and water and so on, of which the animal is itself made up, exist before 
there is an animal at all, or perception.’27 It might seem that the claim that fire 
and water exists before the animal is inconsistent with Aristotle’s doctrine that 
substances are prior. We shall see, however, that he uses ‘substance’ in both 
a wide and a narrow sense – that masses of fire and water are substances no 
less than animals.g

5.   We saw that we can ask why certain sorts of matter in a certain sort of 
arrangement make a certain sort of thing, such as a man or a house; what we 
cannot ask, however, is why there is matter in general.28 The ontological 
presupposition of First Substances Aristotle regards as a ‘primary premise’ or 
axiom, which cannot be demonstrated but must be accepted. It must in fact be 
treated as an ‘absolute presupposition’ in Collingwood’s sense:29 it cannot 
become the subject of further enquiry, and so there can be no fear of an 
infinite regress.30 We are not entitled to ask for a demonstration of a ‘starting-
point of a demonstration’.31 h

The basic logical axiom is the law of contradiction, and the assumption 
that there are material substances is just the epistemological-cum-ontological 
basis of this i.e. ‘It is is impossible for anyone to suppose that the same thing 
is not.’32 It is one of Wittgenstein’s messages that a contradiction in ‘logical 
grammar’ is not just a linguistic contradiction,  

but is a fact of reality itself . For example, a thing cannot be two colours at 
once because a particle of light cannot have two velocities at once; ‘that is to 
say, it cannot be in two places at the same time, that is to say, particles that 
are in different places at the same time cannot be identical.’33 Aristotle makes 
just this direct connection between the principle of numerical identity and the 
law of contradiction – the ‘starting-points’ of metaphysics and logic 
respectively. The former, however, is prior; it is an ‘ultimate belief’ (=escavthn 
dovxan) which is by nature the starting point of all other axioms as well.34 
‘oneness’ (and ‘twoness’) is the first knowable thing about substances: it 
seems true a priori that two solids cannot occupy the same space.35 i



6.   At this stage it becomes necessary to make a clear distinction between 
two senses of ‘matter’. We have seen that we cannot consider the matter of a 
particular substance apart from its form; we can talk about matter itself in only 
a very general sense, equivalent to ‘indeterminate stuff’ or ‘the ultimate 
subject which cannot be further predicated of something else.’36 So what use 
do we have for the expression I introduced in Section 2, ‘Substance qua 
matter’?

‘Substance qua matter’ becomes useful when we see that It does not 
stand for matter in this strict sense (viz. ‘ultimate matter’), but for ‘type of 
matter’. Even though everything is derived from the same primary material 
cause, Aristotle says, we mast realize that each thing has its own matter – the 
proximate ‘matter’.37 For example, bricks are the matter of a house, and flesh 
and bone of a man. But flesh, bone, and bricks have a form in the loose sense 
of ‘chemical form’.38 Furthermore, flesh and bone have the Four Elements as 
their matter; and the Four ‘primary’ elements, which are not to be confused 
with ‘ultimate matter’; also have a form.39 j So ‘Proximate Matter’ is clearly a 
relative notion. ‘Earth’ is the matter of bronze things in general, and bronze is 
the matter of particular bronze things.40 The more complex the form,41 the 
more truly ‘substance’ the thing is.42

Aristotle’s notion of matter, then, is ambivalent; which of the two senses – 
‘ultimate’ or ‘proximate’ – that he means can only be determined by context. 
As the terms ultimate and proximate are somewhat unwieldy I shall call the 
former Matter-1 and the latter Matter-2 (symbolised M1 and M2).

7.   Let us now revert to the altogether more obscure notion of Matter1 – 
‘pure’ matter, considered independently of any form. It is not ‘an ultimate 
substantial substratum’ or ‘ultimate particles’,43 but belongs to a different level 
of discourse, viz. a conceptual one. But it is in no way a negative notion 
indistinguishable from Aristotle’s notion of ‘privation’, for that is essentially the 
contrary of form, ‘a determinate incapacity’.44 Matter, on the other hand, is 
‘generically different’ to form, and is an ‘indeterminate capacity’ or dynamic 
principle (dunamiß) – a potentiality in the sense of ‘the possibility of a thing’s 
existence’.45 And we shall also see that it is a necessary principle for 
numerical identity.

The main point about this material principle which Aristotle (and 
Anscombe) goes to great pains to stress is that it is a conceptually necessary 
device; it is not in any way a hypothesis.46 When we talk about matter we are 
talking about ‘sensible stuff’; it is only a failure to realize that the ‘elements-of-
a-syllable’ analogy is an analogy that has led some philosophers47 to think 
that Aristotle held the incoherent notion of ‘intelligible’ matter. Abstract form 
like letters and circles do not have matter at all; but such abstract forms are 
abstractions from particular instances, and Aristotle says quite explicitly that 



particular letters and geometrical forms have ‘sensible’ matter. We can only 
distinguish the concept of ‘circle’ from circular things because we have a 
notion of matter or ‘spatial magnitude’.48 ‘Substance qua form’ – the ‘essential 
definition’ of a thing – does not have to refer to its matter. A definition of a man 
as a ‘rational animal’ is more useful to us than ‘flesh and bones in such and 
such a form’;49 but we must not forget that a complete ‘account’ of what a 
man is can only be provided by a ‘composite definition’ that must specify the 
matter (M2), so that we know that it is in fact a material thing. The definitions 
of ‘circle’ and ‘circular thing’ will thus differ.50 The formal definition ‘circle’ is 
logically dependent on there being** circular things. Even ‘diagrams’ of 
circles, being particular things in space and time, must be material – the 
matter is the medium in which it is drawn.51

This helps us to understand the intimate relation between ‘matter’ and 
‘individuality’ better. For just as ‘circles’ are abstractions from circular things, 
so ‘numbers’ are dependent on, and inseparable from, substance: they are 
‘posterior to sensible spatial magnitudes’.52 ‘Space is peculiar to particular 
things, which is why they are separable in space, whereas the objects of 
maths have no position.… Number is always the number of something’.53 
Geach, it is interesting to note, allows a (Thomist) ‘transcendental’, as well as 
an (Aristotelian) spatial notion of number. He thinks ‘countable objects may be 
non-spatial’.54 The thesis that I am defending is that the notion of non-spatial, 
but countable, objects is quite incoherent. The matter (in the sense of M1) of a 
substance comes to nothing other than its ‘oneness’.55

’Matter’, then, is in no sense redundant. Matter2 was useful for telling us 
that a particular substance is made of one type of matter rather than another; 
and Matter, including as it does the notion of potentiality, gives us a picture of 
a changing world in which new substances are always being made out of 
previously existing substances. And a world of substantial changes must be a 
spatiotemporal world in which the careers of things can be followed in space 
and time; so matter1 also becomes the basis of ‘number’, because the first 
thing that we know about entities that are locatable is that they are each ‘one’.

8.k  To the tenet that our knowledge of a particular substance begins with the 
knowledge that it is one thing, Aristotle adds the rider ‘but the unit is not the 
same in all cases’.56 It is this unit of counting that I now wish to consider.

It is my contention that only form in Aristotle’s strict sense of ‘Second 
Substance’ (whioh I will call a ‘substance’ or ‘sortal’ form) will provide a unit of 
counting; and that form in the ‘looser’ sense of ‘chemical form’ (see Section 
6), which there is evidence that Aristotle held (and which I shall call ‘matter-
form’ or, preferably, ‘matter-type’) presupposes a ‘substance-form’.

I shall call the dubious sense of form, ‘form2’, and the strict sense, 
‘form3’; and I use the numbers ‘2’ and ‘3’ so that matter and form can be 



related by the same symbolism (See end of Section 6). Thus Matter2 has 
Form2, while Matter1 has no form. The combining of the symbols so that we 
get MF2 (matter-type) and MF3 (substance-form) will enable us to keep sight 
of the fact that matter and form are inseparable.

We can now draw up a schema, which will be a useful reference later in 
the thesis, which relates the different logical types of ‘matter’, ‘form’ and 
‘substance’. The list represents decreasing generality, with ‘ultimate matter’ at 
the top: the first three items are universals – only the fourth is about 
particulars:

1.   M1 ‘Matter’ (Ultimate Matter)     A generalised conceptual device. 
‘Stuff’.

2.   MF2  Matter-form/type        Feature Universal e.g.’Bronze’.
  = ‘substance qua matter’

3.   MF3  ‘Substance qua form‘ Sortal Universal e.g.‘Bronze Statue’.
  = ‘Second Substance’

4.   MF3  ‘First Substance‘         A particular material body of a certain
   in space                     sortal form e.g. ‘Donatello’s David’.
  and time

9.   Form in the loosest sense of F2 and F3 corresponds to Geach’s 
‘substantivals’,57 which need only supply a criterion of identity; whereas Form 
in the correct Aristotelian sense (F3) corresponds to Strawson’s ‘sortals’,58 
which must furnish both a criterion of identity and a unit of counting 
(examples: ‘man’, ‘cat’, ‘house’, ‘statue’, ‘snowflake’.) ‘Feature 
universals’ (equivalent to my F2) can only supply a criterion of identity 
(examples: ‘snow’, ‘flesh’, ‘water’, ‘gold’.

It is very important here not to confuse ‘identity’ with ‘genidentity’ which is 
concerned with the identity of an individual in (and through) time. The 
distinction is between a criterion that we have in principle, and its practical 
application.

I believe this is a mistake that Geach makes, for he thinks ‘we can speak 
of the “same gold” as being first a statue and then a great number of coins’, 
even though the expression ‘“How many golds?” does not make sense’.59 It is  
the ‘goldness’ of a gold thing that is its principle of identity; but we cannot 
identify an actual gold thing at a particular time, or reidentify the same gold 
thing at a later time, unless that thing is a unit i.e. one entity. Our ability to 
identify a thing presupposes that it is already a countable unit. In Strawsonian 
terminology, feature universals are parasitic upon sortal universals: we cannot 



identify or reidentify a thing by its ‘features’, e.g. gold, if it is not already a 
thing of a certain sort e.g. a statue, or a coin.

10.   It is my contention, then, that a feature-universal must always be 
convertible into a sortal-universal by the addition of, what I shall call, an 
‘incomplete form’, which must, furthermore, be of a certain type.

First some definitions are necessary. An ‘incomplete form’ is what a 
‘quantum’ falls under. The term ‘quantum’, in my sense,60 combines the 
notions of quantity and numerical identity i.e. it is a particular bit of matter of a 
roughly specifiable volume, that can be traced as numerically one bit, 
irrespective of qualitative changes (changes of chemical properties i.e. 
matter2) and even substantial changes (changes of essential form).61 The 
quantity is only roughly specifiable because we must allow that a quantum of 
matter can expand and contract without addition (or loss) of any matter from 
outside.62 Examples of quantum-terms are ‘thing’, ‘mass’, ‘lump’, ‘flake’, 
‘sphere’.

Not all quantum-terns or ‘incomplete forms’ are what Wiggins63 has 
dubbed ‘dummy sortals’; the expressions ‘lump of’, ‘slice of’, ‘flake of’, which 
stand in need of completion by appropriate matter-types (‘earth’, ‘snow’ etc), 
cannot be distinguished into ‘dummy’ and genuine sortal universals until they 
have been so completed. The different possible cases are:

 (i)   ‘Amorphous forms’ (or ‘dummy incomplete forms’) e.g. ‘bit of’, always 
produce dummy sortals, whatever the fill-out (e.g. ‘bit of wood’, ‘bit of 
earth’). Such ‘forms’ fail to supply an adequate criterion for counting 
or individuatlon or re-identification. My task would be well-nigh 
impossible were someone to ask me to ‘Count the bits of wood in 
your room, because the shape and size of a ‘bit’ is unspecifiable.

(ii)   Incomplete forms with definite ‘morphe’ (shape) e.g. ‘slice’ 
sometimes produce genuine sortals (e.g. ‘slice of bread’), sometimes 
produce dubious sortals (e.g. ‘slice of cheese’), and sometimes 
dummy sortals (e.g. ‘slice of snow’). A sortal must have a specifiable 
morphe and size. ‘Lump of snow’ is not a sortal, but ‘snowball’, when 
understood in its usual sense of ‘hand-sized spherical lump of snow’ 
is. Similarly, we can give an adequate general specification of ‘slice 
of bread’, but not of ‘slice of snow’ because snow does not usually 
come in ‘slices’. We do not know what would count as a ‘slice of 
snow’.64

(iii)   Incomplete forms which always produce genuine sortals (when filled 
out with 'appropriate’ matter-types, e.g. 'Flake of’, can only be 
completed by a ‘flakable’ type of M2 e.g. snow, soap, tobacco). 



'Flake of snow’ is a genuine sortal because snow is, by essential 
definition, made of flakes. 

Two additional points. Firstly, although all genuine sortals must have a 
definable morphe and size, the definition need not always be a very rigid one. 
The complete form 'cube of wood’ has a definite shape requirement, but no 
definite size requirement; while the complete form 'house’ has only vague size 
requirement and no shape requirement.

Secondly,dummy sortals like 'lump of metal’, ‘wooden thing’, can only be 
used to individuate and re-identify things in a very rigidly specifiable context. 
e.g. ‘There are three lumps of wood on the fire’, ‘Bring me that wooden thing I 
used yesterday’. In such contexts we can in fact count things before we can 
properly identify the sorts of thing that they are. For example , I can count 'two 
black masses’ in a darkened room before I know what the things (really) are.

All dummy sortals, then, presuppose that, when used in particular 
contexts, the things in question fall under genuine sortals. A bit of snow may, 
in different contexts, be a snowball, snow-drift, snow man, snowfield, 
snowflake. A dummy sortal stands proxy for a genuine sortal. A particular lump 
of bronze and a particular bronze statue are both genuine substances (i.e. 
definable by the MF3 : ‘a quantum of bronze of specific shape and volume.)

11.  We can sum all this up by saying that dummy sortals and feature 
universals presuppose sortal universals became they are both incomplete, 
and complementary to each other. Feature universals need completion no 
less than quantum-terms. 'Flake of ____’ and '____ snow’ are the two 
complementary aspects – form and matter – of a particular substance. The 
fact that we can, and do, use dummy sortals, expressions, and feature 
universals in our language in referring to particular identifiable things, without 
talking at cross purposes, is dependent on the fact that there are** things in 
the world that can be individuated and re-identified. And this requires that 
such things be classifiable by strictly definable sorts and not merely by matter-
types.

We can summarise the main differences between sortal forms (F3) and 
matter-types (F2) as follows: 

(a)   F3 is usually heterogenous i.e. consisting in a combination of several 
F2s; F2 is always homogenous.

(b)   F3 entails a definable morphe; shape io irrelevant to F2.
(c)   The division of a mass of matter (MF2)does not entail that the F2 is 

destroyed65; division of a substance (MF3) does entail that the F3 is 
destroyed. (A lump of snow cut in half is still snow; a man cut in half 
is no longer a man).



(d)   F2 is the internal (chemical) arrangement; F3 must entail both 
internal arrangement (F2), and external arrangement (shape and 
size),66 and function.67 Note that some substances lose both 
quantity of matter and shape to a great degree before we feel 
obliged to call their essential forms 'mutilated’, i.e. destroyed. 
Aristotle in fact had great difficulty in deciding when we should call a 
cup ‘mutilated’, for example.68 This is why there can be no hard and 
fast division between sortal and dummy forms. The notions are 
relative: all substances are 'lumps' to a greater or lesser degree. It all 
depends on the relative ease of identifying and counting. Counting 
'houses’ presents less of a problem than counting ‘cubes’, while 
‘bits’ is impossible.

III.  INDIVIDUATION AND GENIDENTITY

12.  From the distinctions concerning 'form' that we made in Part II, we can 
see that the dictum, which is put forward by A.C.Lloyd,69 that 'the principle of 
unity (form) is prior to, and implied by, the principle of individuation (matter)' is 
much too vague and needs considerable clarification if it is to make sense. 

Briefly, Lloyd's dictum holds if it is about ‘individuation’, but is mistaken if 
it is about 'individuality’. (The distinction was set out in Footnote 3.) 
Unfortunately, Lloyd is clearly talking about the latter, for he says that ‘the 
principle of individuation is what makes this man rather than another’, i.e. 
what makes him numerically different to another.

13.  But, even if it was about individuation, Lloyd's dictum still needs further 
clarification regarding his principle of unity. This he defines ‘what makes one 
‘man’ rather than two arms, legs, flesh, etc.’ i.e. what makes him the sort of 
substance that he is. This example suggests that the only sortal universals 
Lloyd recognises are single-word universals designating heterogenous 
substances. I have argued that we can individuate substances under sortal 
universals that are completed quantum-terms that entail a definable shape, or 
even an indefinite shape (amorphous form) where the context is added to the 
specification. (See Section 10). Thus I regard 'Flake-of-snow’ and ‘Lump-of-
wood-on-a-fire' as sortal expressions. With these qualifications, then, Lloyd's 
dictum holds as regards individuation.

14.  Lloyd’s thesis is mistaken, however, if it is taken to be about the Principle 
of Individuality (which is in fact what Lloyd is concerned with). I hold that the 
principle of individuality viz. ‘quantum of matter in space and time’, is prior to 



the principle of unity;l and nothing can be prior to the principle of individuality 
because it is our most basic presupposition.

Quantum-terms and feature universals, we said, were logically 
‘incomplete’ (Section 11) and only together make a sortal universal. A sortal 
universal, however, is itself ‘incomplete’ in another sense, equivalent to 
Frege’s ‘unsaturated’. Although it is a ‘complete’ logico-linguistic unit, a sortal 
universal makes the ontological presupposition that it can be ‘completed’ by a 
particular bit of matter (First Substance). A Second Substance is 
‘unsaturated’ in the Fregean sense that it depends on an 'object’ of reference 
(analogous to the ‘argument’ in a mathematical function) to form the ‘complete 
whole'.70

I maintain, then, that:

(i)  The Principle of Individuality (material unity): M2 at a particular time 
and place

is prior to:

(ii)   The Principle of Identity (formal unity): F3

I have substituted the term ‘identity’ for Lloyd's 'unity', because the latter 
dangerously contains the notion of ‘unit' and could thus be confused with 
material unity or individuality, as the schema shows. Equally, we must avoid 
using the expression 'numerical identity’ for individuality, for that could mislead 
us into thinking that the principle of individuality has got something to do with 
form.

In fact, qualitative and specific changes are completeiy irrelevant to a 
thing's individuality.m The matter-forms can be constantly changing – they can 
expand and contract; they can be constantly replaced (thus, as we are told by 
biologists, an old man has none of the original cells that he had as a baby); 
and their Form2 can change (e.g. a lump of snow can become slush, slush a 
pool of water, water a piece of ice, etc. etc.) while the substance in question 
retains its ‘oneness’.

The necessary and sufficient condition of individuality is that the bit of 
matter in question is contiguous through space and time i.e. remains 
numerically one 'bit’ or quantum. One person is numerically different from his 
neighbours because his matter is different, and for no other reason.71

15.  Many philosophers,72 however, have trled to make out a case for form as 
the principle of individuality – they think that each concrete particular has a 
form that is peculiar to it (cf. Aquinas’s ‘Individualised Forms73). This is the 
same mistake as thinking that individuals are definable as individuals, i.e. that 
their uniqueness can be built into a ‘logos’ (cf. Russell’s Theory of 



Descriptions), which Aristotle saw is impossible.74 There can be no logical 
guarantee against two things being specifically and qualitatively75 identical in 
every respect. Aristotle saw that any definition of a unique entity such as ‘the 
Sun’ would have to invoke accidental attributes. But that these are nothing to 
do with a thing’s uniqueness is shown by the fact that the definition could 
always be upset: the accidental attributes can change, or even be removed, 
without the Sun ceasing to be the Sun.76 This is what Aristotle means when 
he says that definitions can only approximate a thing’s ‘actuality’.77 And we 
will only think, as some have,78 that Aristotle is contradicting himself when he 
says ‘your matter and form are different from mine’79 if we pay too much 
attention to the ‘and’ and forget that 'matter and form' is not a conjunction of 
two separate things but two 'generically different’ aspects of the same thing.

16.  Because we must allow a substance’s accidental qualities to change, we 
are not committed, when we say that X at T1 is ‘one and the same’ as X and 
T2, to Leibnitz’ Law, which says: ‘If A = B, whatever is true of A is true of B, 
and vice versa’. Leibniz’ Law is obviously trivially true if it means A and B are 
one and the same thing, at a particular time T1, and false if it means that A 
and B are different things at a particular time T1 (for at least they will be 
numerically different). ‘To say of two things that they are identical is nonsense, 
and to say of one thing (at one tine) that it is identical with itself is to say 
nothing at all’.80 Things can only be said to be identical if they differ in some 
respect. Aristotle saw that ‘sameness’ is either of two or more things (i.e. 
qualitatively the same and numerically different) or of one thing ‘treated as 
more than one’.81 By ‘treating one thing as more than one' can be meant 
either:

(a)  Two different sightings of X at the same time T1 by two different 
people. One and the same thing can appear different from different 
viewpoints; and it is even possible for one person to see one thing in 
two different ways (cf. Wittgenstein’s ‘seeing of different aspects’ e.g. 
the celebrated ‘duck-rabbit'82). Aristotle says for example that the 
slope of a line can be regarded as sloping ‘up' or ‘down’ depending 
on how one looks at it, just as the road from Athens to Thebes is 
uphill, while from Thebes to Athens it is downhill.83

or, more typically:

(b)  Two different sightings of X at different times T1 and T2 by one 
person. This is genidentity. The oneness of a thing at any given 
moment is given by its matter, and its sameness (through time) is 
given by a sortal universal (F3).



Thus the 'principle of genidentity' becomes ‘the contiguity of one sortally 
characterisable bit of matter through space and time’. The notion of 'contiguity' 
allows for the oneness of a quantum that may have continuously changing 
matter. Aristotle sees the notion of sortal form, which is the principle of identity 
of this constantly changing bit of matter, ‘like measuring water by the same 
measure. For something else keeps on becoming (the thing)’.84 Anscombe 
clarifies this with her ‘mile of river’ analogy. ‘The form here is the mile into 
which and out of which different water is constantly flowing,’ or we could 
imagine a form as someone's outline ‘drawn somewhere in the middle of it.’85 
What gives a thing individuality through time is its ‘outline’ (i.e. form), but what 
makes this outline ‘one’ at any given moment is the matter it contains: we 
must imagine the flow of matter in the river frozen as in a photograph. We 
may, of course, in practice distinguish two specifically different things such as 
Socrates and Cerberus (man and dog) by their differing form, but it must not 
be forgotten that this presupposes that they are numerically or materially 
different .

17.  It is now possible to summarise my theory of genidentity in the form of a 
table, which also shows how genidentity can only be understood once the 
other three principles – of individuality, identity and individuation – have been 
grasped:–

(Given)  The Principle of Individuality, that matter occurs in spatiotemporally 
locatable bits.

logically prior n
to:

(1)   The Principle of Identity/Identification: The identity at time T1 of one 
or more specifiable substances is given by their respective sortal 
forms (either an ‘incomplete sortal’ plus a ‘matter-form’, or a sortal 
universal) 
e.g. The Identity of Socrates is the sortal form, 'man’,

logically prior
to: 

(2)   The Principle of Individuation: Tha Individuation at T1 of one (or 
more) specifically identifiable substances (which, in the case of two 
or more may be specifically, or specifically and qualitively, identical),
presupposing: that the sortal forms of the substances have been 
identified (Principle of Identity, as above).  



is given by:  the fact that it is a spatially locatable bit of matter 
(Principle of Individuality, above)
e.g. The Individuation of Socrates is the possibility of his being 
counted and identified as one ‘man’, in a particular place, at any 
particular time during his existence.

logically prior
to: 

(3)   The Principle of Genidentity: The Genidentity during a period of time 
T1 – T2 of one (or more) specifically identifiable substance(s)
presupposing:  that the substance(s) has been individuated at T1 
(sortally identified and spatially located – Principle of Individuation, 
as above)
is given by:  the spatiotemporal contiguity and the continuous sortal 
identity of that (those) bit(s) of matter.
e.g. the Genidentity of Socrates is the possibility of
contiguously the same bit of matter being individuated as one ‘man’ 
at any particular time during the period T1 – T2.

18.  So, for the genidentity of a particular substance (which, if our theory is to 
have any practical importance, which is our main concern), neither (a) 'the 
same form' (F3) or (b) 'the same matter’ (MF2) is a sufficient condition, 
although (a) is a necessary condition. With (a), there can be no guarantee 
when we re-identify an individual by its sortal form, or even by its sortal form 
and its accidental qualities, that it is not a mere duplicate of the substance 
which we think it is. And with (b), the sortal form may have changed even if 
the matter is one and the same, e.g. when a particular bronze statue is melted 
down into a bronze sphere we are not entitled to regard them as 'the same 
thing'. So, the sufficient and necessary conditions of genidentity are that we 
have both sortal and material continuity. For the latter, it is not necessary in all 
cases that the matter-type (MF2) should stay the same. (For example, a 
calcite fossil may, through the action of percolating water, be eventually 
'replaced’ by iron and yet still be ‘the same fossil'). All that is necessary is that 
we are able, in principle, to observe the contiguity of the particular quantum of 
matter through time.

By ‘observation in principle’ I mean that it is not necessary that the bit of 
matter should actually be constantly observed, only that we know that it could 
have been. In practice, we re-identify a particular thing by its form and 
qualities at intermittent observations, at different times and places; we are 
satisfied that it is numerically the same if we have sufficient evidence to fill in 
the continuous spatio-temporal career of the thing between these 



observations. But this is not a logical guarantee; the logical principle of 
individuality through time is the spatial contiguity and temporal continuity of 
the matter. A logical guarantee would be provided, for example, if we put the 
bit of matter in a sealed container.

To sum up my theory, then: (numerically) ‘the same bit of matter’ is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a substance’s individuality through time, 
and a necessary but not sufficient condition of its individuation through time 
(i.e. genidentity through time, or re-identification at intermittent times), 
because individuation presupposes a principle of identity.

19.  Some philosophers have overlooked this: from the fact that spatio-
temporal continuity of a bit of matter is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
its individuality through time, they have concluded that it provides a criterion of 
individuation through time and treat all substances merely86 as bits of matter. 
This is the move that Lesniewski makes (according to Wiggins).

The weaknesses of Lesniewski ‘mereology’ (see footnote 86) are 
sufficiently obvious when we come to try and explain substantial change. For 
example, a jug that has been smashed to pieces is surely not the ‘same jug’ 
as the unbroken jug. A broken jug is a genuine case of ‘mutilation’ (see 
Section 11) – the jug is no more. It is just as much a contradiction in terms as 
‘dead man’ (see Section 3). As Wiggins points out (op.cit.) we must be wary of 
saying even that it is ‘the same collection of china bits’; for the collection is 
destroyed in a predicative sense, though not in a constitutive sense. 
Lesniewski’s definition of a substance or ‘concrete collection’ as ‘a “sum” or 
“fusion” of bits’ shows that he means collection in a constitutive sense and 
ignores the all-important predicative sense – the Form3 – which is what give 
the substance its identity.

Having seen this, however, Wiggins jumps the other way (in what he 
refers to as his ‘D’ thesis), and says that ‘the same F’ is a sufficient condition 
of genidentity. But this, we saw in the last section, is also wrong: such an 
account has to fall back on individualized forms which I hold to be a logical 
nonsense (see Section 15). A ‘sortal concept’ is, for Wiggins, an 
‘individuative’ concept: ‘unity of form is the principle of individuation.’

Wiggins concedes that there are problem cases, such as Hobbes’ ‘Ship 
of Theseus’ example,87 in which the planks of the original ship (Ship-1) were 
gradually replaced by new ones, allowing, in theory, a new ship (Ship-2) to be 
made from the old planks. The sortal expression ‘ship’ is obviously insufficient 
in this case: Wiggins’ reply is that we must call ship-1 a ‘repaired ship’ to 
differentiate it from Ship-2. Paradoxically, I hold that it is Ship-1 that is ‘the 
same ship’. Wiggins’ implausible suggestion is just a way of skating round the 
fact that we need both (a) same (sortal) form, and (b) same (bit of) matter for 
genidentification. Now, on the face of it, ship-1 with the new planks seems to 



satisfy (a) but not (b), while Ship-2 with the original planks seems to satisfy 
both (a) (it is assumed, for difficulty, that the new ship has the same 
specification) and (b). But this conclusion ignores the fact that only Ship-1 has 
unbroken spatial contiguity and temporal continuity. The material continuity 
must be of the whole informed ship and not just of the planks individually. All 
we need, to reiterate, is a quantum (in which the particles may change.) The 
particular quantum of Ship-1 is made up of a continually changing stream of 
matter (as in the ‘Mile of River’ analogy, Section 16.) We cannot escape the 
truth that Ship-2 is numerically a different ship.

It is surprising that Wiggins does not see this, especially in view of his 
treatment of another problematic case. This is the case of the amoeba which 
divides exactly in half to form two amoebas; these then grow to the same size 
as the original amoeba. Both seem to be entitled to be called ‘the same 
amoeba’ as the original. But, as Wiggins rightly points out, this division fo one 
substance into two substances is a case of a substantial change: it is logically 
impossible for both amoebas to be numerically identical with the original 
amoeba. 88

Although Wiggins is right in the case of the two amoebas, he does not 
see the implications. If it is accepted that a substantial change can be brought 
about by a loss of numerical identity (even though the new amoebas are 
specifically identical to the original) then it must be seen that genidentity 
depends, above all, on numerical identity. Wiggins, however, rejects a 
‘counting thesis’ of identity and claims that we can talk about ‘the same oily 
wave that you saw at t1 as I saw at t2.’ But we cannot reidentify ‘the same 
wave’ at t2, because ‘wave’ is not a sortal universal: we cannot distinguish the 
beginning of one wave from the end of another; still less can we individuate 
one wave over a period oftime, for waves are things that are constantly 
changing. Wiggins makes his example seem plausible by the addition of oil; 
for a patch of oil is an entity. But then it is no longer a wave that is being 
individuated, but a patch of oil on the wave. A wave is a dummy sortal.

I conclude that we cannot dispense with either of the necessary 
conditions for the genidentity of a First Substance – ‘same sortal form’89 and 
‘contiguously the same matter’ – and that the latter is presupposed by the 
former. And this is to uphold the thesis that the logical precondition of our 
notion of substance is that each particular material thing must be contiguously 
‘one’ in space and time. o



IV.  MATTER, SPACE AND TIME

20. I have argued that a complete definition of a particular (First) Substance 
must specify both its sortal form (F3) and its locus in the space-time 
continuum. Anscombe, however, has held89 that any definition of a thing by 
space and time requires ‘points of origin’, which in turn require mention of 
actual objects and events. And that would be to contravene the principle that 
‘no individual is pre-eminent’ (if we are to avoid a vicious circularity.) 

I want to show that this is a bogus difficulty. We only get into circular 
arguments if we are not prepared to accept, what I have been arguing all 
along, that ‘there are separate material things in the universe’ is a basic 
assumption which does not need to be explained in terms of anything else. It 
is this whole assumption of this world of individuals that is, in a sense, ‘pre-
eminent’. Our spatiotemporal system is basic to the way that we view this 
state of affairs; all that it does is express the relationship between these 
material bodies which are already assumed to exist**. (See Section 2.)

Popper,90 in replying to Anscombe, see that an individual origin is not 
required, and that time and place merely express a relation between two or 
more ‘things’. But Popper’s ‘things’ are ‘regions’. He criticises as ‘glaringly 
unsatisfactory’ Anscombe’s thesis that the sufficient condition of the non-
identity of different ‘material bodies’ is that they are ‘different pieces of matter’. 
He points out that this is tautologous, and he complains that the expression 
‘bits of matter’ presupposes that they are not identical. But my view is that this 
circularity is inescapable; we must simply accept that two or more things are 
numerically different. 

Popper’s alleged solution is that ‘two qualitatively indistinguishable 
material bodies are different if they occupy at the same time different regions 
of space.’ But this seems quite as ‘glaringly unsatisfactory’ as Anscombe’s 
account: is not this just the same circularity expressed in a different way? The 
word ‘different’ in ‘different spatial regions’ presupposes numerical difference 
no less than ‘different bits of matter’.

Popper’s mistake is to think that ‘regions’ are in some way prior to matter. 
But he does not stop at ‘regions’. Having defined region as ‘an open nucleus 
of a connected set of points’,91 he can express ‘two different regions’ in terms 
of a distance between two points, one lying in each region. But the question is 
begged equally in both cases by the word ‘two’. Popper prevaricates: ‘A and B 
are different if they are separated by a complete gap, however small.’ But isn’t 
this a very odd way of saying it? We can just as well say, ‘If A and B are 
different they are separated by a complete gap.’ The point is that this is not an 
inference at all, but a tautology in which both sides are mutually dependent. 
‘A and B are different things: there is a gap between them.’ Popper’s question 
‘Wherein lies the difference of numerically non-identical things?’ cannot be 



asked, for any answer is bound to beg the question. There is no problem 
about material or numerical difference: it is as ‘obvious’ as matter itself (see 
introductory quotation.)

A system of reference by spatio-temporal co-ordinates cannot exist prior 
to material bodies. A grid system, e.g:

                                        

cannot represent two material things unless there are** two material things, 
thus:

            
Likewise, any diagram of two of Popper’s ‘regions’ separated by a ‘gap’ would 
just be a very blank sheet of paper.

21.  The notions of ‘time’ and ‘place’ are parasitic on the ontological fact of ‘a 
plurality of discrete bits of matter’. They are not ‘absolute’ entities as Newton 
and, with qualifications, Kant thought, but are dependent on our notion of 
matter and, furthermore, are relative to an observer’s frame of reference.

Aristotle saw this: to regard time and space as substances is a category-
mistake. A substance is ‘in’ space and ‘in’ time in a different sense from that in 
which matter is ‘in’ a substance.92 As regards ‘place’, it can be equated with 
neither form 93 – for place is merely an accident of a substance – nor with 
matter, 94 for that is to assume that matter and space-time have the same 
ontological status. This is clearly false: what we must say is that the concepts 
of space and time are dependent on human beings with a language, and on 
the ontological assumption that there are at least two 95 material bodies in 
motion (even before there are observers96). But this is no just an assumption: 
it seems to be a fact of nature.97 It is mistaken to demand an explanation of 
this fact.98 

The notions of time, space and matter are thus inseparable. Changes in 
bits of matter are ‘numerically estimated’ according to a time-scale,99 and their 
number and volume is estimated according to a spatial grid. Our conception of 
matter than is made intelligible by a four-dimensional grid (the four co-
ordinates being the three spatial dimensions and time which is relative to a 
clock that is at rest within this system.) And to measure particular material 
things within this grid we have only to add a ‘mass’ measurement. My notion 
then of Matter 1 tallies with the General Theory of Relativity100 in that it says 
that we need a combination of space, time and mass measurements.101 
‘Matter, Space and Time are no longer independent but merge into a single 
continuum, space-time.‘102



22.   Although the notions of space and time are infinite103 we do not have to 
regard the universe as either finite or infinite in space and time.104 We do not 
know, for example, whether it had a beginning in time: we have no need to 
assume a creation as Plato did.105 In line with Aristotle’s view of infinity (‘the 
illimitable’) – that the mind can always conceive a ‘beyond’ reaching out from 
the limits of experience106 – we are powerless to say categorically whether the 
universe has limits or not, in space and time. It is only because of the 
incomprehensibility of the concept of infinity – a fear of the unknown – that 
man has postulated a bounded universe and a creation.107

Asking whether the universe is infinite or not is as futile as asking why 
there is matter at all (e.g. ‘Where did the matter come from in the first place?’ 
– for it seems axiomatic that ‘things cannot come from and disappear into 
nothingness.‘108) It is not the sort of question that can be asked (except as an 
expression of puzzlement.) In Aristotle’s words, ‘the beginning is a kind of 
limit ... the point from which a thing is first comprehensible‘109; to go beyond 
this is to overstep the limits of our understanding and enter another ‘universe 
of discourse’, namely the category of beliefs as opposed to that of material 
bodies (cf. theological theories about Divine Minds and Prime Movers.) And 
this is to seek for an answer in a Category that cannot provide the sort of 
answer that the question wants.

We have no need for, and indeed cannot have, an explanation of why 
there are substances, why there is a universe. As Wittgenstein says, ‘The 
sense of the world must lie outside the world.‘110 The old argument that ‘the 
universe is contingent; therefore it must be explained’ is misguided. How can 
we say that the universe is contingent?111

Our best course is not to commit ourselves either way112 and to say 
instead that within our experience ‘there are bits of matter in motion’ and this 
seems to be an unshakable axiom, with universal application in a world of 
space and time.

V.  STRAWSON’S ‘LANGUAGE WITHOUT PARTICULARS’

23. I have argued, with guidance from Aristotle, that, ontologically, bits of 
matter in space and time, and having some prelinguistic form, are prior to 
substantial epistemology. But we cannot know these material bodies except 
as substances having a logos.

It is the interesting view of Strawson, however, in his allegedly 
‘descriptive’ account of metaphysics,113 that knowledge of matter by certain 
general features and by spatio-temporal location is prior to the possibility of 
knowledge of particular substances. He claims that it would be possible for 
there to be a language in which particulars are eliminated.



Put very simply, Strawson’s thesis is that the introduction of particulars 
into discourse presupposes or ‘rests on’ an empirical, ‘term-distinguishing 
fact’ that may be expressed in a ‘definitely identifying expression’ which could 
apply uniquely to the particular one ‘has in mind.‘114 The fact that mention of 
the vital condition that this expression ‘should apply – uniquely – to one and 
the same particular‘115 is put in parenthesis, suggests that Strawson is aware 
of some inadequacy in such theories of ‘logically individuating descriptions’.116

To avoid an infinite regress of presuppositions (which we have seen – 
Section 5 – is a bogus worry), ‘the universals contained in the presupposed 
propositions must not function as sortal or characterising universals at all.‘117 
So Strawson’s ‘language without particulars’, upon which all discourse about 
particulars rests, takes the form of ‘feature-placing statements’ – so-called 
because they place feature-universals (see above, Part II) in space and time, 
e.g. ‘Snow is falling,’ ‘There is gold here.’ He thinks we can recognise features 
in particular times and places without the prior need of their being classifiable 
according to  the sorts of thing in which they occur. I have shown, however, 
(Sections 9-11) that it is sortal and not feature universals that are prior. As M. 
Durrant has pointed out,118 ‘featherdness of X’ is not analysable into 
‘featheredness (of)’ and ‘X’ – just as, in Geach’s example ‘the square root of 
X’ is not analysable as ‘square root (of)’ and ‘X’ 119 – since ‘featheredness’ is 
necessarily the featheredness of something or other. Now this is precisely the 
view I advocated above (Section 10-11) when I said that feature-universal 
expressions are ‘incomplete’ and presuppose completion by a particular 
quantum of matter to form a sortal universal.

Strawson, however, claims that feature-placing sentences ‘neither contain 
any part which introduces a particular, nor any expression used in such a way 
that its use presupposes the use of expressions to introduce particulars.’ 119 It 
would seem that ‘It snows’ is prior to ‘This fall of snow’ (or to ‘Snowflakes are 
falling’) but I contend that the reverse is the case. ‘It snows’ presupposes that 
‘“flakes” (F3) of “snow” (MF2) are falling.’ Flakes (and indeed the whole snow-
shower) are obviously particulars; and we cannot conceive of snow as not 
being flakes of snow.

24.  The flaws in Strawson’s theory are not immediately obvious in the case of 
ordinary feature-placing sentences; but his programme is to show that a 
language without particulars can completely replace our ordinary language, 
and not simply when we are discussing types of matter and its features. 
Strawson claims,120 in fact, that a sort of universal ‘catness’ is logically prior to 
particular cats; that we could recognise a spatio-temporal occurence of 
‘catness’ (‘A cat slice’) without any need to mention a particular cat. He admits 
that this case of a Form3 is different to Form2 – ‘the idea of the cat-feature, 
unlike that of snow, must include the idea of a characteristic shape, a 



characteristic pattern or occupation of space’ – yet he fails to see that this 
commits him to an admission that he must have a sortal universal equivalent 
of ‘cat’. Particular quanta of ‘cat-matter’ in space must be particular 
substances. And even if Strawson’s ‘cat-slice’ were a matter-form2, his theory 
falls down because feature universals are parasitic on sortals, and sortals 
must have particular instances.

Strawson took pains to distinguish sortal and feature universals: now he 
is saying that the former are reducible to the latter. (I have shown that the 
latter are reducible to the former; see Section 10.) And it hardly seems 
necessary to add that sortals do not admit of sub-division into ‘slices’. A 
particular ‘cat’ can never be regarded as a slice of homogenised, divisible stuff 
called ‘cat’. 121

25.  Strawson’s non-particular language leads him to claim that events can 
happen without particular things, although he admits that, in the case of 
‘sharply-defined and short-lasting events such as flashes and bangs’122 it 
seems very difficult to avoid using a language of particulars. Nevertheless, he 
asserts that there would still be a ‘formal distinction’ between ‘speaking of 
particular bangs and flashes and speaking of times at which it banged or 
flashed’ (ibid). I can frankly see no distinction whatever here; a time at which 
‘it banged’ is clearly a particular – and on Strawson’s on account.123 A ‘bang’ 
is, anyway, a sound produced by one or more material bodies, just as, 
according to my Aristotelian position, ‘breakfast’ must be food at a certain time 
of day. A breakfast without food, or a bang without an explosion of matter, is 
surely nothing at all. But Strawson thinks that the basic facts underlying 
particulars are not themselves particulars124 – as if events are not dependent 
on particular things.

Strawson has one final worry. He says that a feature-placing sentence 
such as ‘Snow is falling’ has ‘some such force as “It snows here and now.” 
What is to prevent us from reckoning “here” and “now” as subject-expressions 
denoting a time and a place, and the rest of the sentence as a predicate-
expression ascribing a character to this subject pair?’125 But this suggestion is 
based on the same misconception as was the flashes and bangs case: that 
time and place are entities which can be regarded as separate from things 
that are in times and places (cf. Strawson’s misleading remark that if the 
granite block were moved, ‘the individual place it had occupied would 
continue to exist‘126) (cf. my remarks in Section 21.)

I am not denying that ‘here’ and ‘now’ in ‘It snows here and now’ can refer 
to a particular place and time, but pointing out that particular places and times 
presuppose that there are material entities at those places and times. ‘There 
is a cat-slice here and now’ does not mean ‘This time and place has cat-
characteristics,’ but e.g. ‘A (particular) cat is now on the mat.’ Particular times 



and places are accidental predicates (see Section 21), which adverbially plot 
the position or the movements of a particular substance, (if it is a ‘motion’ we 
call it an ‘event’.) It may be argued that Cardiff, for example, is ‘a place’ and 
can stand as a logical subject (e.g. Cardiff is the capital of Wales); but, of 
course, when we talk of ‘Cardiff’ we are talking about a materially existent 
thing in a particular spatial position.127

26.  Finally, what has become of the individual person – which earlier 
Strawson argued as being a logically primitive notion128 – in this chimerical 
world of ‘features’? Is he, himself, a slice? And is not a feature or a 
combination of features (MF2) describable by M-predicates alone – a view 
which Strawson himself opposed in Chapter 3?129 I do not believe for a 
moment that Strawson has dropped his notion of a person as being a 
particular consciousness inseparable from a particular material body; his 
mention of a person in his language-without-particulars chapter130 seems, 
then, to be rather an unfortunate lapse.

So, contrary to Strawson, I hold that we cannot escape from a language 
which mentions particulars. My analysis of ‘There is a cat here’ (Cα), where α 
is a quantum of matter, C is the sortal form ‘cat’, and f is a variable for any 
substance-form, is:

‘There is a material entity α, at such and such a time and place, and of 
the sortal form “C”. This presupposes the existential generalisation (∃x) (Cx), 
i.e. that “There is at least one material entity of Form C”. And this may be 
further generalised to give the absolute presupposition (∃x)(fx), i.e.: “There 
are at least two material bodies (in the whole of the universe of discourse in 
question, viz. the universe of material bodies.)”’131

VI.  CONCLUSION: THE INDISPENSABILITY OF A MATERIAL-OBJECT 
LANGUAGE

27. It might appear that my standpoint is one of naïve realism – that there is 
no logical armour against the arguments of the solipsist who claims that the 
external world is an illusion, and that there is no matter, only ideas.

I agree with Wittgenstein’s remark that ‘Scepticism is not irrefutable but 
obviously nonsensical when it tries to raise doubts where no question can be 
asked. For doubt can only exist where a question exists, a question where an 
answer exists, and an answer only where something can be said.’132 What the 
argument of solipsism amounts to is that my every experience is private; but it 
is no argument, because it is incomprehensible. The solipsist might attempt to 
bypass the pitfalls of the ‘private-language argument’ by holding that all other 



people are products of his own mind; that they are, so to speak, minds within 
his own mind – minds which ‘talk’ in the same language as the single all-
embracing mind. But then, does not the solipsist’s world amount to exactly the 
same as the realist’s world, the only difference being the way in which it is 
described by the opposing factions? I think this is what Wittgenstein means 
when he says that ‘solipsism, when its implications are followed out strictly, 
coincides with pure realism.‘133

28.  Those who question reality have failed to see that the existence of 
material things must be above question. The philosopher who fears the 
possibility of constant illusion is one who thinks that talk of material objects is 
in some way suspect; that our common way of talking should be replaced by a 
more sophistical one (i.e. and ‘Ideal’ language, such as sense-data language.) 
Strawson is not, of course, an advocate of the sense-data theory; but still his 
search for a logically basic language without particulars seems to make the 
same fundamental error of refusing to accept things and language as they 
are. We do not say ‘There is a cat-like feature over there’ or ‘Catness again’ 
but ‘There’s Jemima’ or ‘This is another cat (or the same cat).’  As Geach 
says, in his criticism of Quine’s language without singular terms, ‘proper 
names and the corresponding substantival general terms relate to the very 
same entities’.134

Our material-object language adequately describes the world as it is: a 
denial of matter is a denial of a spatiotemporal world as we know it. If our 
language has any shortcomings, they are shortcomings that cannot be 
remedied by other (‘Ideal’) languages. J.L.Austin points this out forcibly. ‘It is 
not true of sentences about “material things” that as such

(a) they must be supported by or be based on evidence
(b) they stand in need of verification; and
(c) they cannot be conclusively verified.‘135

We cannot doubt the fact that the universe consists of individuated 
material objects. That such First Substances are numerically different is 
‘obvious’; and any differences in their forms will be picked out in language, 
which enables us to distinguish and to re-identify them.

oooOooo



NOTES

1 Physics 209b20

2 Philosophical Investigations §129

3 I have chosen to reserve the term ‘individuate’ and ‘individuation’ for an observer’s 
process of establishing the numerical identity of a numerical body, which presupposes 
that he has a criterion of identity as well as the fact that the thing is an ‘individual’ (a 
spatio-temporal entity). The principle of ‘individuality’ is the spatio-temporal location of 
the matter; it does not presuppose a principle of identity. This is all developed fully in 
Part III.

4 Metaphysics 1045b20-1 ‘Matter and form are in a sense one.’

5 Metaphysics 1035b24

6 Metaphysics 994b25, 1029a12ff, 1041b4

7 See e.g. De Anima  412a6-9

8 Metaphysics 1036a16

9 Metaphysics 1003b18, 1019a6, 1028a12ff, 1069a18-22, 1071b6

10 Metaphysics 1003a17; cf. Categories 2b5-6

11 Posterior Analytics 79a12

12 Metaphysics 1041a12

13 Posterior Analytics 92b6

14 ‘Aristotle on the Snares of Ontology’ – See Bibliography

15 Posterior Analytics 89b33, cf. 93a28

16 Posterior Analytics 93a28, and Metaphysics 1041b5-9

17 Posterior Analytics 71b30

18 See e.g. Metaphysics 991a28, 1006a32,b29, 1037a13,a34, Cats 3a22, De 
Interpretatione 17a12

19 Metaphysics 1006a7

20 Metaphysics 1024b32

21 De Interpretatione 21a18

22 Metaphysics 1011b24



23 Metaphysics 1011b32

24 De Interpretatione 16a16, Physics 208a31. Aristotle does however allow that minor 
‘freaks’ do occur in nature, as when a ‘horse sires a mule.’ (Metaphysics 1033b33, 
1034b43)

25 See G. Frege: ‘On Sense and Reference’

26 Cats. 7b22, cf. also Metaphysics 1010b36

27 Cats. 8a9-12

28 Metaphysics 1041b1-7

29 cf. W.H.Walsh, ‘Categories’, p.64 Kant ed. R.P.Woolf, and McKinnon: ‘Aristotle’s 
Conception of Substance’ p.109 in New Essays on Plato and Aristotle, ed. Bambrough, 
cp. Metaphysics 1018b30

30 cf. Metaphysics 1006a10

31 Metaphysics 1011a13

32 Metaphysics 1005b18, b23

33 Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 6.3751

34 Metaphysics 1005b33-4

35 Metaphysics 1016b21, 998a15, cf. 1068b27

36 Metaphysics 1014b27, 1017b24, cf. 1049a26

37 Metaphysics 1044416ff.

38 Metaphysics 1070b14

39 De Generatione et Corruptione 329a26

40 Metaphysics 1049a18, cf. 1015a9-11

41 Aristotle regards ‘wine’ as ‘better’ than water or vinegar, 1044a32ff; but as Anscombe 
points out (‘Aristotle’ pp.51-52) the reason for his saying this is not entirely clear. She 
favours the chemical complexity view; but this does not seem to tally with the fact that 
wine turns into vinegar, i.e. the process is: water → wine → vinegar. It seems more likely 
that vinegar is considered inferior to wine, because it is wine that has ‘gone off’.

42 It must be noted that matter can become ‘more like’ substance – but it can never be a 
substance. There is no such thing as ‘particular matter’ as LLOYD and J.OWENS (see 
Bibliography) amongst others, have thought. Matter only becomes ‘particular’ once it is 
in a First Substance; the matter itself is not equivalent to substance (Metaphysics 
1029a28). Aristotle’s much stressed tenet that ‘matter is  not a thing’ (Physics 191a13, 



206b15; Metaphysics 1029a12-29, 1035a5-8, 1073a6, 1092a18-19) applies with equal 
force to ultimate and proximate matter.

43 Rejected as ‘absurd’ by Aristotle at Metaphysics 1070a36, cf. 994b25

44 Metaphysics 1033a26, 1055b10-14ff., 1069b33; 1058b2

45 Metaphysics 1032a12, a17, cf. 1041b11,b25 and STIGEN (see Bibliography).

46 Metaphysics 1005b15 and ANSCOMBE, ‘Aristotle’ p.47ff. It should be noted in passing 
that the crucial distinction between matter and the primary elements (‘the first 
substantially characteristic stuff’ – 10314a26ff, b9) is that the latter are by contrast 
‘theoretical constructs’. Whereas matter is necessary to our general view of the world – 
as necessary as the existential quantifier in logic – an element is only ‘necessary’ to a 
particular way of looking at the world, viz. that of chemistry or atomic physics. We 
assume that an element is a substance, but we cannot say much about its ‘form’, only 
what it does and what it is like (cf. Metaphysics 1043b27-8). In the case of matter, 
because it is not any thing (see footnote 42) we cannot say anything about it, except by 
analogy (Physics 191a10-12). We can legitimately say that ‘all things have the same 
elements’ or ‘matter is stones and bronze’ if we mean that it is like elements (see 
Metaphysics 996b9, 1013b6ff., 1043a13, 1070b18.) The mistake we must avoid is trying 
to abstract the matter of an element or a substance by removing the form and seeing 
what is left – for we will not see anything. (Cf. Anscombe P.A.S. Supp. Vol. 1953.) A 
safer analogy is that of ‘the letters of a syllable’. (See Metaphysics 985b18, 1023a36, 
1035a14ff, 1041b26ff.)

47 e.g. Geach, see ‘Aquinas’ p.75

48 Metaphysics 1001b10

49 Aristotle indeed came to regard ‘function’ as the most important part of a definition. (See 
in particular Physics 194b12, De Anima 412b15-413a3, and in general De Anima and 
The Nicomachean Ethics.) See footnote 67.

50 cf. Metaphysics 1033a3-5

51 See whole of 1078a17-31. Note, to forestall a possible objection: even a circle of light is 
material. Light needs a material surface on which to be reflected, otherwise there is no 
light to be seen. 

52 Metaphysics 1036a1, 1076b12, 1089b30; 1077a18

53 Metaphysics 1092a18-19, b20

54 Geach: ‘Aquinas’ (Three Philosophers), p.74. The whole of page 74 seems to me to be 
considerably confused.

55 Aristotle makes this explicit equation at Metaphysics 1054a35-b3, and 1092b17



56 Metaphysics 1016b21

57 Reference and Generality, p.39ff

58 Individuals, p.168ff and 202ff

59 Reference and Generality, p.39-40

60 I am aware that this may not be the normal usage of the term. A quantum in my sense is 
not a theoretical particle within a bit of matter, but the (observable) bit of matter itself.

61 The terms ‘qualitative identity’ and ‘specific identity’ must not be confused although, in a 
sense, they overlap. ‘Specific identity’ is a restriction on ‘qualitative identity’; for two 
things to be specifically one and the same their essential qualities (which Aristotle called 
‘propria’, that belong belong to the Category of Substance and not to the Category of 
Quality) must be the same, although their accidental qualities may be different. For 
example, two billiard balls are specifically identical even if one of them bears a black 
spot. Conversely, two things may be qualitatively the same but specifically different. e.g. 
a red billiard ball and a red pillar box are qualitatively the same. Finally, two things may 
be specifically and qualitatively identical, e.g. two red billiard balls each bearing black 
spots are exact duplicates. 

62 cf. Aristotle: Physics 214b4 and Metaphysics 1016b1; cn. 1014b20

63 ‘Identity and Spatiotemporal Continuity’.

64 Shape and Size, as Anscombe points out (Aristotle, p.15) belong to the Category of 
Quality; in some cases however they are necessary to the essential definition, in which 
case they are ‘propria’ in the Category of Substance. See also footnote 61.

65 cf. Metaphysics 1014a30

66 cf. Metaphysics 1015a7; 1016b13-17

67 See footnote 49. Aristotle’s emphasis on functional definition was probably due to the 
problems of ‘mutilation’ of sortal forms (see footnote 68). An eye ceases to be an eye 
when it ceases to see, and a knife is no longer a knife if it fails in the function of cutting 
(De Anima 412b15-413a3). But this does not remove the problem of distinguishing 
dummy and sortal universals; function does not provide us with a satisfactory 
(observable) unit of counting. And even if it did, we would still need reference to shape in 
defining a thing’s essence. Otherwise, how would we distinguish laser beams and 
knives which both ‘cut’, and eyes and television cameras which both ‘see’?

68 Metaphysics  Book V: Ch.27

69 ‘Aristotle’s Principle of Individuation’ (see Bibliography)

70 See G. Frege, Function and Content.

71 Metaphysics 1054b17; 1034a5-8



72 E.g. O’Connor; Woods; Albritton; Lukasiewitz (see Bibliography). Lloyd (op.cit.) holds an 
interesting compromise position. He says matter a principle, but not the principle of 
individuality. ‘Aristotle is saying that each individual of a species has a different form but 
different only numerically’; it is when we abstract the form that ‘we treat it as 
individual’ (p.52 op.cit.) Frankly, I find this unintelligible.

73 See Geach: ‘Aquinas’ p.80ff; and God and the Soul,  Ch. IV.

74 Metaphysics 1039b28

75 See footnote 61

76 Metaphysics 1040a5, a5ff

77 Metaphysics 1043a7

78 E.g. Lukasiewitz (‘The Principle of Individuation’, P.A.S. 1953; and see Anscombe’s 
reply, ibid.)

79 Metaphysics 1071a28

80 Wittgenstein: Tractatus 5.5303 cf. also 2.0233; cf. Philosophical Investigations §216, 
and Aristotle: Physics 202b15ff

81 Metaphysics 1018a9

82 Philosophical Investigations, Part II, p.194

83 Physics 202a19, 202b13-14

84 De Generatione et Corruptione 321b24

85 Miss Anscombe adopts the analogy later (in Three Philosophers, p.55-56) to a conveyor 
belt. Aristotle also uses the analogy: ‘When water passes out of a vessel the imagination 
pictures a kind of dimensional entity left there’ (Physics 211b15-17). Cf. also 
Wordsworth: ‘River Duddon’, 34: ‘Afterthought’:
 Still glides the stream, and shall for ever glide;
 The Form remains, the Function never dies.
(Notice also the aptness of the remark about function – see footnote 67.) See also 
footnote 46.

86 That’s an intellectual joke. Wiggins (op.cit.) uses the splendid term ‘mereology’ as a 
label for all theories of genidentity which are based purely on the spatio-temporal 
location of bits of matter. It is a word that does not feat in the Complete Oxford 
Dictionary: I take it to be derived from meros, Greek for ‘a part’, and so to mean ‘bit-
ology’ or ‘part-ology’.

87 De Corpore II: 2



88 Cf. Geach (‘Aquinas’, p.64): ‘If two glasses of water are poured together into a jug ... no 
part of the water in the jug is identifiable with that which was in one of the glasses.’

89 ‘The Principle of Individuation’ Symposium (P.A.S. Suppl. Vol. 1953)

90 Ibid.

91 Following Hausdorff (Mengenlehre, 1927, p.150ff.)

92 Physics 210b26

93 Physics 209b5, 210b30, 211b35

94 Physics 210b30

95 Why two material bodies? It might be claimed that we could have a spatial system of 
reference internal to one material body. Assuming this body to be one absolutely 
homogenous matter-type, but having an irregular boundary, its shape could be 
‘measured’ in terms of ratios of one of its external dimensions. Its size would not, of 
course, be measurable, there being nothing external to it to relate it to. Further, we could 
not have a spatial grid based on its internal structure, for one part would be 
indistinguishable from another. If we allow the thing to have distinguishable parts we 
have conceded to the doctrine that the universe is a plurality of substances, because 
individuatable parts (such as flakes of snow in a lump of snow) or qualitatively different 
parts (such as individual bones and lumps of flesh in a man) are First Substances, (as 
Aristotle says).
The assumption that time only requires one material body in the universe falls down in a 
similar way. An entirely static body would have no temporal order: we must assume at 
the least that it is ‘changing’ (Physics 218b30, 222a17). If this change is in an overall 
change of matter-type, we would have no time unit with which to measure it; so the 
change must be a change of different parts of the thing, which can be related. But this, 
again, is to support the ‘plurality’ thesis. The measuring of the duration or speed of a 
particular change requires another changing thing to act as a ‘clock’ or unit of measure, 
and this suggests a ‘motion’ of some sort. To the opponent’s claim that the single motion 
(e.g. rotation) of one substance is sufficient, we must point out that there must be an 
external clock by which to measure it.
At the most basic level, then, we have to envisage a plurality of moving parcels (which 
Aristotle calls ‘movable place’ 212a16) of matter, before we can have space and time 
(although we could have the absolute notion of space as nothingness.) Time and Place 
must be relative to a ‘fixed’ system of reference (‘fixed’ in the sense that, although it may 
be moving in relation to another system of reference, it is regarded as a fixed point of 
reference to which the movements of other things can be related cf. General Theory of 
Relativity – see Encyclopedia Britannica (Bibliography). We must also realise that this 
point of reference must be fixed by an observer, so that in our two-substance universe 
one of the substances would have to be an observer! Those who think that the ‘motion’ 
of a single substance in a single-substance universe can be measured are not doubt 



assuming some mystical external being as observer. (Themselves?) [Later pencilled 
note: I now think that the absolute notions of ‘Time’ and ‘Space’ can exist with only one 
material body; and that it is measurable times and places that require at the least two 
bodies.]

96 Physics 223a22 ff

97 Physics 185a12

98 Though Aristotle’s Prime Mover theory, which he tentatively put forward in Metaphysics 
L, attempts to explain the continued ‘motion’ or energy of material bodies (cf. 
Wicksteed, Introduction to the Physics, p.lx-lxi and p. lxvii.)

99 Physics 219b3

100 See N.L.Balazs ‘Relativity’ (see Bibliography)

101 One alleged difficulty with an account of genidentity in terms of formal identity plus 
material contiguity given by the four co-ordinates is the possibility of ‘cyclical time’, i.e. 
the conception of time as a circle rather than as a ‘kind of passing along’ (Aristotle, 
Physics 218b10). Such a theory assumes the possibility that events of the past could 
recur in exact duplicate in a future time again, so each genidentified individual would 
have an exact counterpart in every cycle. But Ayer rightly points out that these would not 
be ‘identical’: ‘the very posing of the question implies that they are not’ (p.185 Problems 
of Knowledge, cf. Wittgenstein, footnote 80 and Section 16.) It presupposes a numerical 
difference between the counterparts. The fact that things could be exactly (specifically 
and qualitatively) the same in another cycle does not concern us; we are interested with 
individuating things within one cycle. The cycles cannot overlap: for the notion of cyclical  
time to make sense, everything that is in one cycle cannot, a priori, be in another cycle. 
The cycles must themselves follow each other in a linear temporal succession, and so 
the one genuinely worrying possibility – that two things specifically and qualitatively 
identical in every way might co-exist – cannot arise. 

102 (See N.LBalazs, op.cit.) Contra V.Pratt (‘Time to Stop’) I would hold that the Universe 
does not need time in which to stop: if it ‘stopped’ the notion of time would ‘stop’ (cease 
to have any application) simultaneously. It is true to say that if there were no matter 
there could be no notion of time (and space), but it is not correct to say that if there were 
no space and time there would be no matter, for, as I have tried to show, in a one-
substance universe consisting of one unbroken homogenous matter-type (and thus no 
observers either) and having unknown boundaries (possibly infinite) there could be not 
spatio-temporal system of reference (see footnote 95).

103 Physics 215a7, 222a30-33

104 This latter is my view, and only Aristotle’s with qualifications.

105  See Timaeus 48A, 28A4-5, B4-C2



106  Physics 203b22 and Wicksteed, op.cit., p.273

107 And, I should like to add, a God. Profanity must be reserved for the footnotes.

108 Cf. Kant: Critique of Pure Reason, First Analogy (A.185) and Walsh: ‘Categories’ (see 
Bibliography.)

109 Metaphysics 1022a13, 1013a15

110 Tractatus 6.41. Cf. 6.44 ‘What is puzzling is not how things are in the world, but that it 
exists.’

111 Wittgenstein indeed regards it as ‘non-substantial’, Tractatus 6.41. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 
192a30

112 Modern astronomy has come to accept that ‘the old questions about the beginning and 
end of the universe are meaningless.’ (Fred Hoyle, The Frontiers of Astronomy, p.321.) 
The modern view tends to favour a ‘steady-state’ theory of the universe, rather than a 
‘big-bang’ theory of a single explosive origin. The steady-state theory holds that the 
universe always has been and always will be in much the same state as we know it (and 
this can accommodate the widely-accepted ‘Expanding Universe’ theory.)

113 Individuals

114 Ibid. Ch. 6

115 Ibid. p.183 – (n.b. page numbers are to the paperback edition.)

116 Ibid. p.192

117 Ibid. p.202

118 ‘Feature Universals and Sortal Universals.’ (Analysis, 1970)

119 Individuals, p.203

120 Ibid. p.205 ff

121 Cf. my summary of the F2 /F3 distinction in Section 11.

122 Ibid. p.208

123 Ibid. p.22-3 (Ch. 1)

124 Ibid. p.211

125 Ibid. p.215

126 Ibid. p.224

127 It is not an arbitrarily named position on a spatial grid like ‘the North Pole’. This is a very 
special case since it is an unextended point. The North Pole itself is not directly 



identifiable; and if it is directly identifiable by some sort of marker or trig. point then it 
becomes a material thing with extension.

128 Individuals, Ch. 3

129 M-predicates are those which apply to all material bodies, including persons, but which 
cannot be used for ascribing states of consciousness. This latter role is fulfilled by P-
predicates which can only be applied to persons. (Cf. Individuals, p.104 ff)

130 Individuals, p.209

131 It is interesting to note that G.E.Moore in ‘Is Existence a Predicate?’ (P.A.S.1936) takes 
the existential quantifier to mean: ‘There are at least to x’s.’ I however take it to mean 
‘There is at least one x’ in all cases except the absolute presupposition of material 
existents. See also footnote 95.

132 Tractatus 6.51

133 Tractatus 5.64

134 Reference and Generality p.160. See Geach’s use of ‘substantival’, Section 9 above.

135 Sense and Sensibilia, p.123
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